City Is Offered Program to Aid Transit System

Citizen’s Society Bid to Facilitate Master Plan Would Include Parks

With a view toward saving tax payers, a group of citizens and leaders is preparing a plan for the city, to make it easier and faster to travel between its various sections. The plan is to be presented at a meeting next week.

The Citizens’ Society is working on a master plan for the city, to make it easier and faster to travel between its various sections. The plan is to be presented at a meeting next week.

Dedicate New Coast Guard Base at Bennett Field

Sullivan’s Score From In Talk in Flatbush

Spectacle mail United States service in the ceremony.

The ceremony was attended by many of the city’s leaders, including Mayor LaGuardia and Assemblyman Joseph A. Esquirol.

Mayor Attacks Failure To Shift Airmail Base

His Postal Department’s Refusal to Name Bennett Field as Terminal at Dedication of $1,000,000 Coast Guard Depot

The Postal Department’s refusal to name Bennett Field as a terminal at the dedication of the Coast Guard Depot was due to the failure to shift the airmail base.

Workmen Accept Power Strike Pact

Union Is Said to Recognize New Contract

The workmen accepted the Power Strike Pact, which recognizes the new contract. The pact is to be presented at a meeting next week.

Hotel Suburban SUMMIT, N. J.

Charming Atmosphere Away From The Bustle of the City

The new hotel is located in the suburbs of Summit, New Jersey, offering a charming atmosphere away from the bustle of the city.

Plight of Rails Tops Problems At Washington

Congress Gets Early Start on Summer Work

The Congress got an early start on the summer work and passed several bills. Among them was the Labor Bill, which was passed by the Senate.

TOMORROW

The Annual SUMMER RESORT SECTION

containing a host of Summer places to choose from, giving descriptions, rates and pertinent facts about heat and encounter-abilities, showing you in pictures forth the attractions of mountains and woods, etc.

RED HOOK CHILDREN STAGE ITALIAN FIESTA

The Red Hook Children will stage an Italian Fiesta, which will be well attended by the children of the community.
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